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Color Atlas Of Physiology
Totally revised and expanded, the Color Atlas of Biochemistry presents the
fundamentals of human and mammalian biochemistry on 215 stunning color
plates.Alongside a short introduction to chemistry and the classical topics of
biochemistry, the 2nd edition covers new approaches and aspects in
biochemistry, such as links between chemical structure and biological function or
pathways for information transfer, as well as recent developments and
discoveries, such as the structures of many new important molecules. Key
features of this title include:- The unique combination of highly effective color
graphics and comprehensive figure legends;- Unified color-coding of atoms,
coenzymes, chemical classes, and cell organelles that allows quick recognition of
all involved systems;- Computer graphics provide simulated 3D representation of
many important molecules.This Flexibook is ideal for students of medicine and
biochemistry and a valuable source of reference for practitioners.
This Color Atlas of Anatomy features full-color photographs of actual cadaver
dissections, with accompanying schematic drawings and diagnostic images. The
photographs depict anatomic structures with a realism unmatched by illustrations
in traditional atlases and show students specimens as they will appear in the
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dissection lab. Chapters are organized by region in order of standard dissection,
with structures presented both in a systemic manner, from deep to surface, and
in a regional manner. This edition has additional clinical imaging, including MRIs,
CTs, and endoscopic techniques. New graphics include clinically relevant nerve
and vessel varieties and antagonistic muscle functions. Many older images have
been replaced with new, high-resolution images. Black-and-white dissection
photographs have been replaced with color photography. A companion website
will include an Image Bank, interactive software (similar to an Interactive Atlas),
and full text online.
A Flexibook for both the specialist and non-specialist, the new book offers
accessible information on hematology in a succinct format. In addition to
providing basic methodology, the book utilizes more than 260 color illustrations to
detail the most up-to-date clinical procedures. Numerous tables and flow charts
are included to assist in differential diagnosis, making this a valuable didactic
reference for nurses, practicing physicians and residents preparing for board
examinations.
Taking a uniquely visual approach to complex subject matter, this pocket
Flexibook gives you a full understanding of the basics of neuroscience with 193
exquisite color plates and concise text. Following in the successful tradition of the
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basic sciences Thieme Flexibooks, this title presents anatomy, physiology, and
pharmacology of neuroscience.You will find in-depth coverage of: neuroanatomy,
embryology, cellular neuroscience, somatosensory processing, motor control,
brain stem and cranial outflow, autonomic nervous system, and much more! The
book is designed to supplement larger texts and is ideal as both an introduction
to the subject and a complete study guide for exam preparation. It will prove
invaluable for all medical and biology students.
Intended for trainee and practising dermatologists, physicians and podiatrists,
this book illustrates over 400 common and uncommon appearances of nail
conditions. Incorporating revision of text and new references, this serves as a
handy reference to diagnosis.
This timeless pocket atlas is the ideal visual companion to histology and cytology
textbooks. First published in 1950 and translated into eight languages, Kuehnel's
Pocket Atlas of Cytology, Histology and Microscopic Anatomy is a proven classic.
The fully revised and updated fourth edition contains 745 full-color illustrations almost 200 more than were included in the third edition. Superb, high-quality
microphotographs and pathologic stains are accompanied by legends,
informative texts, and numerous cross-references. Key features of the updated
fourth edition: More than 700 high-quality illustrations using advanced techniques
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in histology and electron microscopy Practical, information Concise and focused
text Key concepts and ideas illustrated in less than 550 pages Ideal for exam
preparation, this world-class book is an indispensable visual study tool for
medical, dental and biology students. It can also serve as an outstanding review
and refresher text.
This 5th edition has been thoroughly revised in terms of content and organization
of the didactic material; almost all of the colour illustrations have been drawn
anew for improved clarity. The extensive introductory chapter focuses on aspects
of cytophysiology.
Designed to provide students with a foundation in understanding and interpreting
histologic and cytologic preparations, Color Atlas of Veterinary Histology is a
practical benchside reference focusing on the normal histology of eight common
domestic species. This Third Edition has been revised with new images,
information, and updated terminology throughout. Introductory chapters have
also been expanded to offer more complete coverage of the basic types of
tissues, providing an even more thorough grounding in the principles of histology.
For the first time, the more than 900 photomicrographs are available digitally in
an interactive atlas on CD, offering images available for download with zoom
capability. The new edition of this veterinary-specific histology atlas provides
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veterinary and veterinary technician students with an essential pictorial resource
for interpreting histologic preparations.
The complex but fascinating field of embryology is presented in this easy-tounderstand Thieme Flexibook, complete with 176 color plates. Since the
information relevant to medical students is separated from that needed by
biologists, both can learn in a focused and time-saving manner. The overview at
the beginning of each chapter is also an excellent aid to students. Physicians,
biologists and students can delve into any number of topics: from the basics of
reproductive biology to general embryology, including the "hot topics" related to
cellular and molecular biology.
Color Atlas of Ultrasound Anatomy, Second Edition presents a systematic, stepby-step introduction to normal sectional anatomy of the abdominal and pelvic
organs and thyroid gland, essential for recognizing the anatomic landmarks and
variations seen on ultrasound. Its convenient, double-page format, with more
than 250 image quartets showing ultrasound images on the left and explanatory
drawings on the right, is ideal for rapid comprehension. In addition, each image is
accompanied by a line drawing indicating the position of the transducer on the
body and a 3-D diagram demonstrating the location of the scanning plane in each
organ. Special features: More than 60 new ultrasound images in the second
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edition that were obtained with state-of-the-art equipment for the highest quality
resolution A helpful foundation on standard sectional planes for abdominal
scanning, with full-color photographs demonstrating probe placement on the
body and diagrams of organs shown Front and back cover flaps displaying
normal sonographic dimensions of organs for easy reference Covering all
relevant anatomic markers, measurable parameters, and normal values, and
including both transverse and longitudinal scans, this pocket-sized reference is
an essential learning tool for medical students, radiology residents, ultrasound
technicians, and medical sonographers.
The nervous system and musculature are affected in nearly all diseases, making
accurate diagnosis of specific neurologic conditions especially challenging. Now
in a long awaited second edition, this acclaimed Thieme Flexibook elucidates
even the most difficult concepts through its clear, compact text and lavish
illustrations. Logically organized, packed with essential information and marked
by an unparalleled art program, Color Atlas of Neurology, Second Edition is
indispensable in the classroom or clinic. Key features: Covers the entire scope of
the field, from anatomy, physiology and structural basics to normal and abnormal
nervous system function, neurologic syndromes (e.g., cerebral and spinal
disorders, peripheral neuropathies, myopathies) and state-of-the-art diagnostic
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techniques Creates didactic, two-page teaching units by placing lucid text
opposite exquisite, fully labeled illustrations ideal for learning and retention
Includes new sections on the limbic system, vasculature of the cerebellum, spinal
fluid, neuroimmunology, neurodegeneration, neurotransmitters, botulismus and
more Highlights all signs, symptoms, and neurologic disease patterns for quick
recognition and identification of disorders Provides a comprehensive section of
tables for easy access to the most important facts needed in the clinic Perfect as
a current review, refresher or clinical reference, Color Atlas of Neurology, Second
Edition makes a major contribution to the field. Medical students and residents
will be pleased with its clear, instructive presentation of sophisticated topics,
while neurologists, neurosurgeons, primary care physicians, nurses and other
medical personnel will find this stunning visual guide essential in daily practice.
A pocket atlas flexibook on this dynamic and wide-ranging field, indispensable for
students of medicine and biology alike.Complex processes are well-illustrated in
clear images that are not burdened with unnecessary details.Following an
introductory part and a section on laboratory methods in immunology, the bulk of
the book concentrates on the manifestations of immunological diseases in the
human body, providing comprehensive capsule descriptions of all common
immune diseases.
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Covering the whole of clinical medicine, this work comprises illustrations
highlighting the clinical signs of all major medical disorders, accompanied by
radiological, ultrasound, endoscopic and other images. Each chapter provides a
guide to symptoms, investigations, common and rare disorders.
A bestselling author has gathered nearly 4,000 medical images for this one-of-akind approach to diagnosis. For each condition examined, the text presents
several images from multiple perspectives that together provide a clear picture
for obtaining an accurate identification.
A text and atlas that will appeal to all cardiologists regardless of specialty Over
the past decade, with the advent of modalities such as MR, CT, and nuclear
medicine, cardiology has become one of the most visual of all specialties, and
this is the first text to address that reality. Color Atlas and Synopsis of
Electrophysiology is a unique combination atlas and text that offers step-by-step
management guidance for patients undergoing electrophysiology studies, plus
hundreds of state-of-the-art clinical, diagnostic, and interventional images that
cover the entire spectrum of electrophysiology. Color Atlas and Synopsis of
Electrophysiology is especially designed for busy clinicians who need concise
patient management guidelines and a comprehensive collection of images in a
consistent find-it-now presentation. Each topic begins with a case scenario that
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gives issues a clinical, real-world perspective and includes evidence ratings from
the combined ACC/AHA guidelines. Both authors, Dr. Daoud and Dr. Kalbfleisch,
were included on America’s Best Doctor list in 2009 Companion DVD contains
all the images found in the book Includes more than 500 images
Books on pathophysiology tend to specialize in a certain field such as endocrine
or cardiovascular pathophysiology. This is the only pocket atlas that treats
aspects of pathophysiology for all important disorders. The book's organization
gives the reader quick access to the informative texts and the 181
comprehensive and clear color images. Informative images show the causal
relationships between disturbances of physiological processes and the resulting
malfunction and illness. This flexi is designed both as a reference both for the
student preparing for exams and the trained physician wishing to update his
knowledge on pathophysiology.
Understanding pathophysiology is the first step toward clinical medicine. This book
presents the most important mechanisms of how disease develops in nearly 200 vivid
color plates accompanied by clear text. Every double page, with text on the left and
pictures on the right, gives a rapid and complete overview of its topic. The contents are
organized systematically and a color-coded thumb index makes it easy to navigate
through the book. Where necessary for clarity, the basics of physiology are explained
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again. Numerous clinical references illustrate the links between theory and practice.
The pocket atlas has been fully revised and updated for the third edition. It now
includes detailed information about malaria, energy metabolism, eating disorders, and
obesity. Color Atlas of Pathophysiology is the ideal supplement to Color Atlas of
Physiology!
This unique visual reference presents more than 750 brilliant, four-color images of
bacterial isolates commonly encountered in diagnostic microbiology and the methods
used to identify them, including microscopic and phenotypic characteristics, colony
morphology, and biochemical properties. Chapters cover the most important bacterial
pathogens and related organisms, including updated taxonomy, epidemiology,
pathogenicity, laboratory and antibiotic susceptibility testing, and molecular biology
methodology Tables summarize and compare key biochemical reactions and other
significant characteristics New to this edition is a separate chapter covering the latest
developments in total laboratory automation The comprehensive chapter on stains,
media, and reagents is now augmented with histopathology images A new Fast Facts
chapter presents tables that summarize and illustrate the most significant details for
some of the more commonly encountered organisms For the first time, this easy-to-use
atlas is available digitally for enhanced searching. Color Atlas of Medical Bacteriology
remains the most valuable illustrative supplement for lectures and laboratory
presentations, as well as for laboratorians, clinicians, students, and anyone interested
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in diagnostic medical bacteriology.
This best-selling atlas contains over 900 images and illustrations to help you learn and
review the microstructure of human tissues. The book starts with a section on general
cell structure and replication. Basic tissue types are covered in the following section,
and the third section presents the microstructures of each of the major body systems.
The highest -quality color light micrographs and electron micrograph images are
accompanied by concise text and captions which explain the appearance, function, and
clinical significance of each image. The accompanying website lets you view all the
images from the atlas with a "virtual microscope", allowing you to view the image at a
variety of pre-set magnifications. Utilizes "virtual microscope" function on the website,
allowing you to see images first in low-powered and then in high powered
magnification. Incorporates new information on histology of bone marrow, male
reproductive system, respiratory system, pancreas, blood, cartilage, muscle types,
staining methods, and more. Uses Color coding at the side of each page to make it
easier to access information quickly and efficiently. Includes access to
www.studentconsult.com, an interactive community center with a wealth of additional
resources!
Now includes access to WinkingSkull.com PLUS!A sound understanding of the
structure and function of the human body in all of its intricacies is the foundation of a
complete medical education. This classic work -- now enhanced with many new and
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improved drawings -- makes the task of mastering this vast body of information easier
and less daunting with its many user-friendly features:Features: Hundreds of
outstanding full-color illustrations Clear organization according to anatomical system
Abundant clinical tips Side-by-side images and explanatory text Helpful color-coding
and consistent formatting throughout Durable, compact design, fits in your pocket
Useful references and suggestions for further reading Emphasizing clinical anatomy,
the text integrates current information from an array of medical disciplines into the
discussion of the inner organs, including: Cross-sectional anatomy as a basis for
working with modern imaging modalities Detailed explanations of organ topography and
function Physiological and biochemical information included where appropriate An
entire chapter devoted to pregnancy and human development New Feature: A scratchoff code provides access to WinkingSkull.com PLUS, an interactive online study aid,
featuring 600+ full-color anatomy illustrations andradiographs, labels-on, labels-off
functionality, and timed self-tests.Internal Organs, and its companions, Volume 1:
Locomotor System and Volume 3: Nervous System and Sensory Organs comprise a
must-have resource for students of medicine, dentistry, and all allied health
fields.Teaching anatomy? We have the educational e-product you need.Instructors can
use the Thieme Teaching Assistant: Anatomy to download and easily import 2,000+ fullcolor illustrations to enhance presentations, course materials, and handouts.
This unique atlas includes over 475 full color photomicrographs while providing
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students with a readily accessible source of morphologic information for use in the
identification of tissues and organs. Each photomicrograph is accompanied by
explanatory captions that guide students to the key morphologic features that identify
the function of the structures. The self-assessment section at the end of the book
serves as a review tool for those structures that students traditionally have difficulty in
identifying.
Praise for the previous edition: This atlas provides a great way for students to review
crucial and vital processes, perhaps before an exam or in simple review. This is a great
book for any student in the medical field.-- Doody Enterprises, Inc. The seventh edition
of this classic atlas makes mastering large amounts of complex information much
easier. It provides a thorough review of everything medical students need to know to
pass their pre-clinical physiology exams. Section topics include the nerves and
muscles, blood, respiration, the cardiovascular system, digestion, and reproduction.
This revised and expanded edition also features entirely new material on ageing,
obesity, the urinary bladder, and cell physiology of the skeletal muscles. The many userfriendly features of this book include: Almost 200 outstanding full-color illustrations and
10 new color plates Side-by-side images with callouts Visual highlighting of clinically
relevant and pathophysiologic information with clinical key words on every page In a
compact, user-friendly format, Color Atlas of Physiology, Seventh Edition , is an
invaluable and ideal study guide and reference for medical students preparing for their
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physiology examinations.
An informative new title in Barron's Essential Atlas series, the Essential Atlas of
Physiology complements succinct and enlightening text with full-color photos,
illustrations, and diagrams on every page. It describes the human body and all of its
functions. Following a general introduction, separate spreads focus on all major topics
of physiology. The digestive system is described and illustrated with attention to the
teeth, stomach, intestines, liver, and the way in which nutrients from food are
assimilated into the body. Following sections describe the respiratory system, the
cardiovascular system, the brain, spine, and nervous system, muscles and their
functions, the kidneys and urinary system, the male and female reproductive systems,
and the lymphatic system. Like all other titles in this series, the Essential Atlas of
Physiology makes a good home reference volume, and is also ideal for classroom and
school library use. Color illustrations on every page.
Concise and packed with instructive detail, the second edition of this bestselling fullcolor atlas is the ideal choice for students. It includes the latest scientific knowledge
about molecular and genetic causes of disease and promising new therapies.Each twopage color spread shows the causal relationships between disturbances of physiologic
processes and explains the resulting malfunction and illness. Color illustrations carry
the reader through sections on temperature and energy, blood, respiration, the kidney,
the digestive system, the heart and circulation, metabolism, hormones, and the
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neuromuscular and sensory system. Throughout the book, the authors provide brief
informational nuggets that review basic physiology.Features of the second edition: New
and timely information on adult respiratory distress syndrome, hyperoxia, oxidative
stress, polycystic kidney disease, chronic inflammatory bowel disease, metabolic
syndrome, copper metabolism and Wilsons Disease, and disproteinemas 190 full-color
illustrations - clearly organized and systematically color-coded - that clarify complex
relationships Thorough coverage of abnormalities of intercellular signal transmission,
aging and life expectancy, pathophysiology of bone, and heart failure, and more
Highlighting of key words and paragraphs for easy navigation The second edition of
Color Atlas of Pathophysiology is an essential companion for students during their
clinical studies, both as a study tool and as a key reference. It also serves as a handy
refresher for clinicians and allied health professionals.
Extraordinary accuracy and beautiful original artwork are just two features readers will
find in this new resource, providing a basic foundation in domestic large animal
anatomy. Its unique organization includes the anatomy of all organ systems in the
various species, described in a consistent manner. The book presents relevant
anatomy of the following species: * Horse (with contributors by Dr. Gayle Trotter) * Ox
(with contributions by Dr. Fran Garry) * Sheep and goat (with contributions by Dr. Joan
Bowen) * Llama and alpaca (with contributions by Dr. LaRue Johnson) * Swine (with
contributions by Dr. LaRue Johnson) * and chicken (with contributions by Dr. John
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Avens). Features that enhance understanding: * Carefully selected labeling helps
students learn and remember structures and relationships. * Male and female of a given
species are depicted on facing pages so that topographic anatomy is easy to compare.
* Structures common to various animals are labeled several times, whereas unique
structrur5es are labeled only on one or two species so students can make rapid
distinctions of the structures peculiar to certain animals. * An introduction provides
readers with a background in nomenclature and anatomic orientation so they can
benefit from the atlas even if they lack training in anatomy. The Atlas depicts
topographic relationships of major organs in a simple, yet technically accurate
presentation that's free of extraneous detail so that those using the atlas can
concentrate on the essential aspects of anatomy.
The 5th English edition has been thoroughly revised in terms of content and
organization of the didactic material; almost all of the color illustrations have been
drawn anew for improved clarity. The extensive introductory chapter focuses on
aspects of cytophysiology. Owing to the considerably expanded text and improved
illustrative material, functional connections are easily recognized; new concepts and
current advances in research are taken fully into account. Main features are: General
and cellular physiology; Nerve and muscle; Autonomic nervous system; Blood;
respiration; Acid-base balance; Kidney salt and water balance; Heart and circulation;
Thermal balance and thermoregulation; Nutrition and digestion; Hormonal control;
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Central nervous system and senses
The Color Atlas of Veterinary Anatomy volume 2 presents a unique photographic record
of dissections showing the topographical anatomy of the horse. With this book you will
be able to see the position and relationships of the bones, muscles, nerves, blood
vessels and viscera that go to make up each region of the body and each organ
system. Each book in this 3 volume series is packed with full-color photographs and
drawings of dissections prepared specifically for these texts. Key features Accessibly
and systematically structured with each chapter devoted to a specific body region
Important features of regional and topographical anatomy presented using full color
photos of detailed dissections Dissections presented in the standing position Detailed
color line drawings clarify the relationships of relevant structures Presents anatomy in a
clinical context This new edition second edition offers important new features, including:
Accompanying website presents over 100 interactive quizzes and self-assessment
questions Many more radiographs throughout Additional CT and MRI images Clinical
notes highlight areas of particular clinical significance
This new resource provides a basic foundation in small animalanatomy for students of
veterinary medicine, animal science, andveterinary technology. Extraordinary accuracy
and beautifuloriginal artwork make this a truly unique learning tool thatincludes the
anatomy of all organ systems in the dog, cat, rabbit,rat, and guinea pig - all described in
a consistent manner. Learning features include: carefully selected labeling
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helpsstudents learn and remember structures and relationships; male andfemale of
species are depicted on facing pages so topographicanatomy can be compared;
structures common to various animals arelabeled several times, whereas unique
structures are labeled on oneor two species so students can make rapid distinctions of
thestructures peculiar to certain animals; and an introduction thatprovides readers with
a background in nomenclature and anatomicorientation so they can benefit from the
atlas even if they lacktraining in anatomy. The Atlas depicts topographic relationships of
major organs in asimple, yet technically accurate presentation that's free
fromextraneous material so that those using the atlas can concentrateon the essential
aspects of anatomy. It will be an invaluableresource for veterinary students, teachers
and practitionersalike.
Still unique in the field, this text combines color photographs and full-color artwork in
one convenient resource. The dissections are amazingly clear, almost 3-D in
appearance, and color-coded artwork next to each photo makes anatomy easy to
interpret and identify. Spanish version of 2nd edition also available, ISBN:
84-8086-118-5
Every researcher or diagnostician working with reptiles has faced the challenge of
identifying reptile hemoparasites and then determining whether they are of importance
or merely incidental. Another challenge is how to easily find the information required to
make the proper identification. A distillation of knowledge from world-renowned expert
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Sam R. Telford, Jr, Hemoparasites of the Reptilia: Color Atlas and Text provides a
comprehensive compilation of information on how to differentiate between the myriad
species of reptile hemoparasites. The atlas provides diagnoses for 262 species of
plasmodiids, hemogregarines, hemococcidians, trypansosomes, and leishmanias,
including descriptions of eight new species or new taxonomic designations. It also
discusses lesser known groups, such as piroplasms, rickettsiae, chlamydia, and
erythrocytic viruses. Each genus and many species are represented among the 166
taxa illustrated in color. The species accounts contain host and geographic distribution,
with precise localities when possible, prevalence, life cycles and vectors when known,
effects upon the host, and ecology of the host-parasite relationship, morphological
variation, and an exhaustive bibliography. The book also includes an illustrated key
showing diagnostic characters. Telford draws on his 45 years of experience and his
personal collection, considered the world’s most complete, to provide information on
the morphology of the unicellular parasites of reptilian blood. He includes information
from hard-to-find original papers and articles from sources throughout the world. The
illustrated key and photomicrographs from Telford’s collection make identifying species
quicker and easier.
This best-selling atlas provides medical, dental, allied health, and biology students with
an outstanding collection of histology images for all of the major tissue classes and
body systems. This is a concise lab atlas with relevant text and consistent format
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presentation of photomicrograph plates. With a handy spiral binding that allows ease of
use, it features a full-color art program comprising over 500 high-quality
photomicrographs, scanning electron micrographs, and drawings. Didactic text in each
chapter includes an Introduction, Clinical Correlations, Overview, and Chapter
Summary.
This popular atlas maps out the structures of the human body and puts them in a
clinical context. It incorporates an unrivalled collection of cadaveric, osteological, and
clinical images with surface anatomy models, interpretive drawings, orientational
diagrams, and diagnostic images. The 5th Edition features over 50 new dissection
photos, many of which are taken from a distance to make them more recognizable in
the lab setting. It also offers a more streamlined, user-friendly design, more clinical tips,
and a companion CD-ROM with seven anatomical animations.
The seventh edition of this classic work makes mastering large amounts of information on the
nervous system and sensory organs much easier. It provides readers with an excellent review
of the human body and its structure, and it is an ideal study companion as well as a thorough
basic reference text. The many user-friendly features of this atlas include: New and enhanced
clinical tips Hundreds of outstanding full-color illustrations with updated labels Side-by-side
images with explanatory text Helpful color-coding and consistent formatting throughout
Emphasizing clinical anatomy, this atlas integrates current information from a wide range of
medical disciplines into discussions of the nervous system and sensory organs, including: Indepth coverage of key topics such as molecular signaling, the interplay between ion channels
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and transmitters, imaging techniques (e.g., PET, CT, and NMR), and much more A section on
topical neurologic evaluation Volume 3: Nervous System and Sensory Organs and its
companions Volume 1: Locomotor System and Volume 2: Internal Organs comprise a musthave resource for students of medicine, dentistry, and all allied health fields.
Featuring 450 large full-color illustrations, this comprehensive atlas shows how more than 200
disorders can disrupt the human body's equilibrium. It is designed to help healthcare
professionals visualize disease processes, understand the rationales for clinical interventions,
and explain to patients how diseases develop and progress. Introductory chapters illustrate
basic pathophysiologic concepts including cells, cancer, infection, genetics, and fluids and
electrolytes. Twelve chapters organized by body system cover all major diseases, with
illustrations, charts, and brief text on causes, pathophysiology, signs, symptoms, diagnostic
tests, and treatment. This Third Edition includes eight new disease entries and updated
information throughout. A new icon, Complications, highlights the typical progression of
untreated disease.
Color Atlas of PhysiologyThieme
A man, highly skilled in entering people's dreams to extract secret information, is offered a
chance to implant an idea in another man's head, a practice known as inception.
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